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Here at The Reader, we’ve consistently kicked off the New Year with a review of the previous year’s 
articles our readers found most interesting. With social media now a big part of our lives, we decided 
to get a different perspective and look at Farpointe’s LinkedIn page to see what online topics resonated 
with our friends and colleagues around the electronic access control industry.

On the reverse is a small sample of the top Farpointe LinkedIn posts from 2022.

TOP LINKEDIN  
POSTS FROM 2022

Connect on LinkedIn
You can always contact us using the link  
at the bottom of each issue of The Reader, 
but if you’re an avid user of social media, 
consider following Farpointe on LinkedIn 
or connect directly with one of our team 
members below.
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SDM’s State of the 
Market: Access Controls
As companies continue tweaking the workplace 
and welcoming employees back into the office, 
access control is taking its place as a fully 
integrated element of a business’s security and 
operational requirements. In our April issue of our 
e-newsletter, we shared SDM’s take on the state 
of the access control market.

Shep Sheppard  
Speaking on OSDP,  
Day 1 of ISC West
What was a strong opening day of ISC West 2022 
began with an informative presentation on OSDP 
by Farpointe’s Stephen “Shep” Sheppard. We 
were honored to be part of the Security Industry 
Association (SIA) educational sessions, and help 
further the discussion on this important security 
industry topic.

Farpointe Provides 
Access Control Solution 
for Standalone and 
Remote Access Points
Introducing a new long-range receiver that offers 
single-location point-of-control, ideal for 
standalone and remote access points where 
primary networked electronic access control is 
difficult or impractical to implement. Learn more 
about the Ranger® RER-11 Long-Range Edge 
Receiver.
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